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ABSTRACT
The dust shell around R CrB was observed with the
low resolution spectrometer on I S 0 (ISOPHOT-S),
and an unusual broad plateau of emlssion between
5 p m and 8 p m was found.Threefurther
observations of R CrB were taken during the I S 0 mission,
showing that the broad emission plateau varies in
strength and shape. A second member of the R CrB
class of stars, RY Sgr, was observed three times, and
these spectra showed that RE’ Sgr has the same type
of broad, variable plateau.
A third member of the
class, V854 Cen, has detectable hydrogen in its stellaratmosphere (R CrB and RY Sgr have very little hydrogen), and the ISOPHOT-S spectrum of the
dust around this star showed PAH emission features
as well as the plateau emission.
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1. INTRODUCTION
R CrB is a peculiar type of variable star, in that the
variability is caused by the formation of a cloud of
carbon dust in the line of sight. The cloud is formed
near the stellar photosphere, condenses (dimming the
star‘s visual brightness by several magnitudes, if it is
in the line of sight) and then dissipates as it moves
away from the star. The staris very overabundant in
carbon, and underabundant in hydrogen and oxygen.
An observation of R CrB was made early in the IS0
mission, using the low resolution spectrometer in the
photometer on IS0 (ISOPHOT-S), see Iiessler et al.
(l996), Lemke et al. (1996) and Klaas et al. (1997) for
details of ISO, ISOPHOT, and ISOPHOT-S respectively. The spectrum revealed a very unusual carbon
dust feature, a plateau
of emission between around
5 p m and 8 p m (Walker et al. 1996). X further three
observations of R CrB have been made during the
I S 0 mission.
Another member of the small group of R CrB stars,
RY Sgr, has been observed three times duringthe
IS0 mission and a third member of the group, V854

Cen, has been observed once. Whereas R CrBand
Rh’ Sgr have very little hydrogen in their stellaratmG
spheres, V854 Cen has a measurable amount of hydrogen. V854 Cen is also much more active than the
other members of the class Lawson et al. 1992). All
the stars have warm dust s ells, with temperatures
around 400 K to 800 K, and IRAS data showed that
there were extended cool dust shells around some of
the R CrB stars (Walker 1986).
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Thedata were reduced from the raw data stage
(ERD) using PIA v7, to ensure the most recent calibration fileswere accessed. Data fromISOPHOTS are reduced using the defaultcalibration
files,
which are
orbit-dependent.
Calibration
observations have shown the long-term reproducibility of the
ISOPHOT-S response functionisbetter
than 30%
(Klaasetal. 1997). Heinrichsen etal. (1998) compared the spectrum of RYSgr with a calibration star,
HR6688, showing that much (if not all) of the ‘structure‘ in the plateau is caused by uncorrected instrumental effects.

2 . COMPAR.ISON OF ISOPHOT-S DATA
In Figure 1, the spectrum of R CrB, taken on 14 August 1997, is compared to the spectrum of RE’ Sgr,
taken on 23 March 1997. The dust in RY Sgr has the
same broad plateau emission feature, but it is not as
strong as in R CrB. Both spectra show evidence of a
rise from 10pm to 12 pm, which is very different to
the behaviour noted with the IRAS LRS (LowResolutionSpectrometer) data, taken in 1983 (Walker
1986). The IRAS data had a very steady decline of
flux with wavelength from 8 p m to 2 3 p m , with no
slopechange. The IRAS LRS spectrum for R CrB
fitted well with the earliest ISOPHOT-S spectrum of
RCrB (which hadno rise). The IRAS LRS spectrum of RE’ Sgr is very different from the ISOPHOTS spectrum i n flux density level. Photometry with
ISOPHOT at 60pm, 80pm, and 100pm emphasises
thatthe energy distributions for R CrBand
RY
Sgr change with time, even at t,he far-infrared wavelengths. V854 Cen (data taken on 19 August 1997)
is fainter, but the plateau is present andthe spectrum of this object shows the PXH emission features
at 6.2pm, around 8 p n , and 11.3pm.The 6 . 2 ~ 1 ~ 1
and 7.7pm features are CC mode features, those at
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Figure 1 .

ISOPHOT-S spectra of R CrB (top), RY Sgr (middle) and V854 Cen (bottom).

8.6 pm and 11.3 pm are CH mode features.The three
stars appear to show a feature around 8.8pm, this
could be an instrumental effect.

is visible in all three specplateau from 5 pm to 8 pm
tral as is the rise in emission beyond 10pm. The energy distribution is much more complex, and a cool
excess at 100 pm is seen in the ISOPHOT photometry
and was also seen in the IRAS data (Walker 1986).

3. VARIABILITY OFSPECTRA
4. DISCUSSION
3.1.

R CrB

The four spectra shown in Figure 2 (upper panel) are
spread over a two year time period. Buss et al. (1993)
reported the 6.2pm CC mode feature in R CrB, we
do not see this feature in any of our four spectra.
The first spectrum has the highest plateau, the other
three have a broadly similar plateau, but in the last
two, the emission at the longest ISOPHOT-S wavelengths is higher. When the long wavelength photometry is included, the change in shape is more obvious, and may reflect a change in dust temperature.
The underlying thermal continuum must be removed
a more detailed comparison of the dust plateau proceeds.

As can be seen clearly from V854 Cen (see Figure l),
the spectra of R CrB and RY Sgr show no sign of PAH
or related CC mode emission features. The PAH feato
turesare present in V854 Cen, whichisknown
have hydrogen in its stellar atmosphere (although it
is significantly underabundant compared to normal
stars). The PAH molecules containing hydrogen are
important chains in the dust condensation process.
The rise i n emission from 10pm could be due to silicon carbide, but this was not seen in the 1983 IRXS
LRS data.

3.2. RY Sgr

The thermal continuum from the warm dust could
be variable. This variability could be caused by the
expulsion of clouds of carbon from the star, but not
expelled in the line of sight (so no fading takes place).

The three spectra of RY Sgr, shown in Figure 2 (lower
panel), are spread out over one year. As with R CrB,
the first spectrum of RY Sgr is thebrightest. The

The warm dust shells have observed with ISOPHOT
to determine the dust, temperature, which is typically
several hundred degrees. In additiontothe
warm
dustshell, several R CrB stars were found to have
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Figure 2. Four ISOPHOT-S spectra of R CrB, taken over o t,wo year period (upper punel). Three ISOPHOT-S
spectra of RY Syr, taken over a one year period (lower panel).

very large, cool 'fossil' dust shells, from IRAS data
(Walker 1986).
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